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  CREMAGEL 5        T02-CREMAGEL5
  CREMAGEL 10    T02-CREMAGEL10

CREMAGEL 5 and CREMAGEL 10
The multifunction machines that prepare all kinds of creams and pastry specialities, 

pasteurize and freeze the various mixes for gelato. The machines have 3 specific 
programmes: P1C automatic cycle for hot preparation; 

P2F automatic cycle for cold preparation;
P3C automatic cycle for hot-cold preparation.

Temperatures variable from +99°C to -15°C.
The temperatures are adjustable and the thermal treatments are performed in a single 

cylinder to ensure best hygiene. The cylinder is vertical which means it is easy to fill, the 
product is always visible and ingredients can be added at any time.

Beater with mobile scraper elements, with the choice between slow, fast or
intermittent stirring speed, suitable to the specific product processed. Automatic recall of 

the last cycle and repetition of the cycle in case of power failure.

Cool, shock, hold and freeze
Cool and complete pasteurization preventing the growth of residual 
bacteria; shock freeze avoiding manipulation and preserving
nutritional qualities, colour and organoleptic characteristics; hold the 
various products obtained at the temperature required by the relevant 
regulations; optimally freeze preparing gelato, sorbetto and granita of 
remarkable quality.
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Trattamenti termici indiretti
Trattamenti termici indiretti tramite liquido

 termoconduttore alimentare che proteggono le caratteristiche 
organolettiche degli ingredienti. ll cilindro è verticale e consente 
importanti vantaggi: facile riempimento, costante visibilità del 
prodotto e aggiunta degli ingredienti in qualsiasi momento.

Mix and blend
Mix and blend, at the required temperature, 

for the necessary time and at the preset 
speed, all ingredients (milk, cream, pow-

dered milk, flour, fruit, sugar, dextrose, eggs, 
emulsifying agents, stabilizers, etc.), needed 

for classic creams, cake & pastry speciali-
ties, gastronomical products and various 

mixes for gelato. Beater with mobile scraper 
elements, with the choice between slow, 

fast or intermittent stirring speed, suitable to 
the specific product processed.

Hydrate, heat, sanitize e cook
Hydrate solid parts; heat and melt fats and chocolate; sanitize and eliminate pathogenic bacteria; 
cook and vaporize water in excess.

3 specific programmes
P1C automatic cycle for hot preparation;

P2F automatic cycle for cold preparation;
P3C automatic cycle for hot-cold preparation.

Temperatures variable from +99°C to -15°C.The temperatures are adjustable and the thermal 
treatments are performed in a single cylinder to ensure best hygiene. Automatic recall of the last 

cycle and repetition of the cycle in case of power failure.

MODEL                       WXDXH                  ELECTRICAL                   CONDENSATION  MAX. MIX CYCLE KG      LENGHT  WORK CYCLE MIN           
CREMAGEL 5      49x60x110 cm 3 kW V 220 -60Hz - 3ph   air                1÷5                              15÷30
CREMAGEL 10      49x60x110 cm 3 kW V 220 -60Hz - 3ph   air/water  3÷10                         8÷40


